From or Through Manhattan 60th Street and Points North

- Ferry: 5
- Subway: 606
- Rail: 61
- Bus: 723

From or Through Staten Island

- Ferry: 0.5
- Subway: 188
- Rail: 133
- Bus: 21

From or Through Brooklyn

- Ferry: 0.5
- Subway: 637
- Rail: 0
- Bus: 136

From or Through Queens

- Ferry: 0.5
- Subway: 439
- Rail: 0
- Bus: 439

From or Through New Jersey

- Ferry: 13
- Subway: 105
- Rail: 54
- Bus: 136

From or Through Staten Island

- Ferry: 39
- Subway: 0
- Rail: 0
- Bus: 0

From or Through Brooklyn

- Ferry: 0.5
- Subway: 637
- Rail: 0
- Bus: 136

Note: Passenger trips in Thousands
Source: NYMTC, Hubbound at a glance, 1999

Figure 1-2

Daily Trips to Manhattan South of 60th Street